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Details of Visit:

Author: Latestarter
Location 2: Anerley
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 4 May 2013 3.30 pm
Duration of Visit: 40 mins
Amount Paid: 70
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Debbies Massage
Website: http://www.debbiesmassage.net
Phone: 02086760043

The Premises:

Close to Anerley station, on bus routes and with parking nearby. Safe basement flat with front and
discrete rear entrance. Clean and updated, with two service rooms. The original room now has red
furnishings, a wrought iron bedstead (mind your toes!), poor quality video and the same great mirror
wall. The original lounge is now equipped with the old circular bed (for when there are two girls on
duty) with TV and video available. The shower has also been refurbished. A friendly maid offers
drinks before and after.

The Lady:

Paris was new today and already fitted in perfectly at Debbie’s. Paris has a beautiful face, sparkling
eyes and a beaming smile, shoulder-length dark brown hair, a voluptuous figure and was dressed in
a black and red basque with matching thong, stockings and very high-heeled red shoes – a real
stunner. As with most of Debbie’s photos, the reality is far superior to the impression from the
website. About 5’ 4” without the heels and probably in her mid-twenties, Paris immediately put me
at ease and carried through the whole session without my ever feeling rushed.

The Story:

Greeted with a hug and a kiss, the formalities were quickly over (its always the House Special for
me) and we got down to some serious French kissing, gentle, soft and very sensuous. I then had
the pleasure of removing the basque and thong to reveal her neat, closely shaven pussy and full
breasts (what treats to explore!). Once in the shower, more FK and lots of body contact, slipping
and sliding till we were both thoroughly aroused.
Back in the room, we continued with more FK and then I was able to explore her voluptuous body.
We had both agreed that oral was our starter for ten. Ladies first, of course, and there was no doubt
about Paris’ enjoyment – real moans highlighting each climax and the way her pussy tightened up
and her juices flowed left no doubt. Then she returned the favour with a lengthy and tantalising
OWO, among the best I have ever had. Moving on to my favourite position, doggy in the mirror, I
reached a very satisfying climax and was rewarded with a some friendly cuddling, more FK and a
relaxing conversation before a clean up and the final kiss goodbye. A really satisfying GFE. I hope
Paris is able to become a regular at Debbie’s.
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